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Shake It
The Maine

Title: Shake It
Band: The Maine
Album: Stay Up, Get Down - EP
Tabbed by Matt Wier matt_Wier@yahoo.com

Standard Tuning, No Capo

Chords used:

 E   A   B  C#
-0- -0- -0- -0-
-0- -0- -0- -0-
-1- -2- -4- -6-
-2- -2- -4- -6-
-2- -0- -2- -4-
-0- -0- -x- -x-

Intro: E B A E B A (One strum each)

E              A                       E
My cowboy boots they don t seem to fool not anyone,
A            E                       A                          E
not even you. I ve got an old suitcase that s full of my old ways
                  A
but I tossed it away and I swallowed that key.

B                                        A
So take a deep breath and throw it all away.
        E                    A
Don t fight, cause this is what you need.
              C#                      B                    A
come on and shake, shake, shake it around and around and around again.
        E                    A
Don t fight, cause this is what you need.
             C#                      B                     A
come on and shake, shake, shake it around and around and around again.

SAME AS VERSE ONE

And oh my God, when you move that way
you re gonna get every boy you meet in this entire town.
and oh my God when you move that way
you re gonna get everybody you meet including me.

So take a deep breath and throw it all away.
Don t fight, cause this is what you need.
come on and shake, shake, shake it around and around and around again.



Don t fight, cause this is what you need.
come on and shake, shake, shake it around and around and around again.

Riff: C# A C# A E A
Come on and shake it.
shake it for me.

Solo: E A C# B A E

Don t fight, don t fight, cause this is what you need.
come on and shake, shake, shake it around and around and around again.
Don t fight, cause this is what you need.
come on and shake, shake, shake it around and around and around again.


